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MESSAGE FROM SUPERINTENDENT

Superintendent Brian Green recognizes Direct Support
Professional (DSP) Week and the crucial role DSPs play in
assisting those with physical and/or intellectual disabilities
in becoming integrated members of our community.

BY BRIAN GREEN
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As part of Direct Support Professional (DSP) Week on September 8-14, we
celebrated an important part of our service structure, the role of a DSP.
During this week, we recognized the accomplishments of Miami County
DSPs and their vital contribution to communities across the country.

DSPs work directly with people with physical and/or intellectual disabilities
to assist them in becoming integrated into their community. In Ohio, DSPs
are not employees of county boards of developmental disabilities like
Riverside; rather, they are either independent service providers or are
employed by agencies with whom we contract, coordinate and fund critical
direct services for the people we support.
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To show our appreciation for the nearly 450 DSPs serving in Miami County,
we delivered cards and gifts to them throughout the week. We also
featured a campaign on Facebook, highlighting some of the standout DSPs
who were nominated by our case managers for their above-and-beyond
work ethic. If you haven’t seen the posts on Facebook, I encourage you to
look at some of the photos and the stories. Their efforts will amaze you.

We were also fortunate to be featured in a story in the Miami Valley
Sunday News on September 15. The story summarized our efforts for the
week and included many comments from DSPs who shared why they love
their jobs. If you missed the story, hopefully you’ve seen one of our
billboards around the county featuring Gary LeVox, the lead singer in the
music group, Rascal Flatts. Gary is a Columbus, Ohio native and worked as
a DSP before launching his music career. He is using his story to raise
awareness for the need for DSPs, and we are proud to have his photo on
our billboards.

We’re working hard to raise awareness of the role of a DSP in response to
the current shortage—a shortage that's being considered a crisis for many
people. Needs are sometimes going unmet, and the more we can get the
community to know about this career option, the more DSPs we will have.

In July the Ohio Legislature passed the budget House Bill 166, which
includes many items related to our service system, including a key plan to
raise DSP wages. While much of the wage increase will come from
Medicaid, local county boards like Riverside are also required to contribute
to an increase in the funding we provide, which ultimately pays DSP wages.

We are grateful for the efforts of our state leaders who recognize the
importance of DSPs to the people we serve, and we look forward to seeing
the growth of the field in the years to come.
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UNSTOPPABLE	SAM
In May 2019, Samuel “Sam” Dwenger turned one year old. Four months later,
he’s running his own occupational therapy session.

Though he hasn’t always been in control of his sessions, Sam's determination has
never faltered. It may have taken him a while to build his confidence, but now
that he has, there's no stopping him.

Sam, along with mom Liz and dad Jim, began Riverside Early Intervention (EI)
Services in January 2019. At the time, Sam had yet to roll over or sit up on his
own. He received regular therapy sessions at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, but
between the drive time, unfamiliar environment and change in Sam's daily
routine, it was a challenge for the family of three.

Things began to change in February when Sam was correctly diagnosed and
started receiving Riverside EI Services. Doctors initially diagnosed Sam with
Cerebral Palsy, but after more tests, they discovered he actually had Metatropic
Dysplasia, a one-in-a-million skeletal condition resulting in short stature and
other symptoms.

With this new diagnosis, the Dwengers faced an entirely unknown situation that
meant creating a new game plan and Jim and Liz putting certain career
aspirations on hold. “It’s been a bumpy road, that’s for sure,” Liz says about their
journey so far. “It’s been a constant flow of new information and adjustments in
such a short period of time.”

Some of these adjustments include biannual visits to the Greenberg Center for Skeletal Dysplasia at Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore. Due to the rarity of Sam's condition, only a handful of surgeons can perform the spinal surgery Sam will
eventually need. This forced the family to wait months to see qualified doctors. That's when Riverside EI Team Member
Penny Hines jumped in.

Penny, a local occupational therapist contracted through Riverside EI Services, reached out to her friend at the center, its
director and Troy native, Dr. Julie Hoover-Fong, who accepted Sam almost immediately. Now with Dr. Hoover-Fong's
expertise, her team of specialists, as well as support from family and Riverside EI, Liz, Jim and Sam continue to move
forward and never look back. In fact, Sam has blown past almost every goal, sometimes even checking a couple milestones
off the list between his monthly visits with Penny.

Considering Sam's personality, it's no surprise he's taken over the game plan and started writing his own story. He might
only be one year old, but Samuel Dwenger already knows he can do anything as long as he believes in himself. To hear
more about Sam's journey, visit the family's blog, "Unstoppable Sam," at UnstoppableSam.com.

Photos courtesy of Liz Dwenger

Penny has helped many Miami County children and their families, but Samuel
Dwenger holds a special place in her heart. According to Penny, “Sam's making
good progress! He just flipped a switch and hasn’t stopped since. He’s so
motivated and determined to do it on his own.” Liz agrees saying that despite the
rocky start, “Now that he’s thriving, becoming more affectionate and coming out
of his shell, it’s been amazing.”

For Sam, everything that’s happened so far is just a part of who he is. Despite his
young age, he continues to approach each challenge head-on and often won’t
stop until he’s conquered it. That's why when his physical therapist, Faye
McNerney, told Liz she wanted him to take four steps in a row, Sam decided to set
his own goal. The next morning during his meeting with Penny, Sam took not four
steps, but 12.
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A	DAY	TO	REMEMBER	WITH	OSU	FOOTBALL
At the end of July, a group of Miami County Magic athletes joined Ohio State University football players and coaches, as well
as other Special Olympics athletes from around the state, for the 2019 Special Skills Football Invitational at the Woody Hayes
Complex in Columbus. As avid OSU fans, the Magic athletes had a blast and came home smiling ear to ear!

MAGIC	GOLFERS	GO	FOR	GOLD

A few weeks later, the teams hit the course again to compete for the top spot at the State Tournament in Cincinnati. After a
solid day of competition, seven Miami County teams found themselves on the podium. Partner teams Matt & Harry, Larry &
Ed, Tommy & Randy and Jamie & Mark won bronze; Bailey & Joy won silver; and Tyler & Doug and Michael & Julie took
home the gold. Congratulations to all our Magic golfers on another successful season!

This summer, the Magic Special Olympics Golf Team
represented Miami County at the Ohio Regional
Tournament at Beechwood Golf Course in Arcanum
(pictured top right). Athletes and their partners had a
stellar performance, with each of them placing in the
tournament--including two first place finishes.
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CAMP	CHAUTAUQUA	2019
In keeping with its goals to promote self-advocacy and encourage those we serve to explore new things, our Community
Connections Department offers an annual summer camping trip for adults. This trip is always one of the Department's most
popular activities, and is a great opportunity for those who attend to make new friends, experience something new and
discover Ohio's natural beauty. The group has visited Camp Chautauqua in years past, and this year's campers returned for
another fun year. Campers enjoyed activities like an obstacle course, zip line, swimming and bonfire, as well as a chance to
spend a night away from home—a first for some participants.

This trip, like many of the Department's other activities and programs, is supported by the Franklin Masonic Lodge #14 F. &
A.M. and its annual fundraiser. The Lodge distributes collection boxes at various businesses throughout the county,
including Bakehouse Bread & Cookie Co., Laura's Country Diner, Loretta's Country Kitchen, Lincoln Square V Restaurant,
Marshall's Shell, Pleasant Hill Marathon and Troy True Value Hardware. We are grateful to the Lodge and the community
for their generosity and continued support.



AKTION	CLUB	HONORS	MISSION
With inclusion, care and leadership at its core, it's no
surprise the Miami County Aktion Club has already
outdone itself with its community outreach efforts in
2019. Just this summer, the group completed three
service projects.
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As a way to help Miami County residents affected by the
Memorial Day tornadoes, the group used Club funds to
purchase Visa gift cards, at $50 each, to give to Miami
County families.

Later in the summer, the Club joined the Kiwanis Club of
Troy for their Bike Path Cleanup, an annual event where
the two groups do their part to keep Miami County be a
welcoming, beautiful community. 

They also tried their hands at sewing when they partnered
with local seamstress, Morgan Wellspring, to create 5 seat
cushions for Miami County residents undergoing dialysis
treatments (pictured below).

SERVICE	SPOTLIGHT:
LIFECOURSE	TOOLS

Earlier this year, Riverside Superintendent Brian Green
joined Ohio Department of Developmental Disabilities
(DODD) Director Jeff Davis on the DODD Ohio Podcast to
talk about the Charting the LifeCourse Framework and
how our agency utilizes the tools to help those we serve
achieve positive outcomes in their lives.

Originally developed by the folks at Missouri Family to
Family, Charting the LifeCourse resources can easily be
adapted to fit the needs and goals of each person. 

Within the Framework, each person,
along with their SSA (Service &
Support Administrator or case
manager) and support network, will
answer three key questions: 1) What
others like and admire about me,
2) What's important to me and 3) How
to best support me.

After answering these
questions, individuals like
JT (pictured left) can then
determine their vision for a
good life and how they can
partner with their families,
friends and community to
support this vision. For JT
that could be anything
from spending time with 

friends at the movies or learning new skills at Adventures
in Advocacy meetings.

Like JT, Courtney (pictured below with her SSA Nick
Rowe) has used the LifeCourse tools to accomplish her
goals. Since filling out her One-Page Profile, Courtney has
developed strategies to help her find and keep a job in
the community, safely navigate her neighborhood on her
bike and develop the leadership skills she needs to be
Aktion Club Vice President.



2019	DIRECT	SUPPORT	PROFESSIONAL	(DSP)	RECOGNITION	WEEK
In honor of Direct Support Professional (DSP) Recognition Week in September, we are taking a break from our regular DSP
Spotlight and looking back at the week's festivities.
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September 8-14 marked this year's DSP Recognition Week, and we wanted to celebrate by thanking Miami County's network
of DSPs, both independent and those employed by our provider partner agencies. Throughout the week, our staff delivered
thank you cards and small gifts to DSPs in Miami County.

A handful of DSPs were also nominated by Riverside Service & Support Administrators (SSAs), or case managers, for special
recognition. These DSPs were featured on our Facebook with daily spotlights including pictures, quotes from SSAs and
testimonials from the DSPs. The Miami Valley Sunday News also recognized our local DSPs in an article on September 15.

As the people who are on the front lines in providing direct services to people with developmental disabilities, DSPs are
instrumental in creating an inclusive community and empowering those they support to live happy, self-directed lives. For
many of them, it is more than a job, it is a piece of their heart. From everyone at Riverside, thank you, DSPs, for everything
you do to make our community one that values people of all abilities.
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One way we do this is through our website. A key
reference for those we serve and our community, it
is crucial our website provides up-to-date
information about our services, programs and goals. 
With this in mind, we have spent the past several
months updating our site, and we are pleased to
introduce the new riversidedd.org!

As our services continue to evolve to better meet the
needs of the people we serve and their families, we
are always searching for new ways to share
important information about our services and
connect with our community.

INTRODUCING:
THE	NEW	RIVERSIDEDD.ORG!


